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The newest bar resource from the industry expert, PMBR’s MBE Practice & Strategies provides
a concentrated content review, targeted practice, and proven strategies for the key topics tested
in each of the seven MBE subjects. Whether you are looking to supplement your current bar
preparation or looking to get an early start, this book will support your efforts and enable you to
answer questions with confidence. This book features: * Over 300 exam-like questions with
instructive explanations for how to think your way through to the right answer and why the other
answers are incorrect * Substantive review with emphasis on the foundational concepts and
core rules that underlie each subject * Focused attention on frequently tested topics and
information about how these topics are tested * Explanations of key terms and how the law is
applied For more information, visit www.pmbr.com.

From the Back CoverPacked with practice questions and proven study tipsGet fully briefed on
the changes to the ASVAB and sharpen your test-taking skillsWant to ace the ASVAB? This
essential guide provides a comprehensive review of all test subjects and covers the latest
updates, including the new short-length ASVAB and a new sample of the Armed Forces
Qualifying Test. You'll discover the pros and cons of the paper and computer exams, which tests
are important to your military career, and cutting-edge study techniques.Understand the test's
formatsPrepare to take the ASVABImprove your study techniquesMemorize key
conceptsConquer the subtestsCompute your scoresMatch scores to military jobsMaximize your
career choicesAbout the AuthorRod Powers is a recognized expert in all U.S. military matters.
He also serves as military guide for About.com.Jennifer Lawler developed the curriculum and
taught test-preparation classes for the ACT and SAT standardized college admissions
examinations.
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WAIDI, “Four Stars. Excellent”

Ebook Library Reader, “Useful, Concise, and Easy to Understand. I thought this book was great
for learning topics dividied by sub sections. This book made it easier to understand rather than
combining an entire topic without breaking it up for questions in between concepts. Majority of
the questions are not bar type questions but some are. I loved that it gave you the elements of a
cause of action and bare minimum elements/examples for each topic, so you are able to work
your knowledge up from the basics, which allowed you to not get boggled down in all the extras
some bar courses give you. It is not a bad book to supplement your bar course-- would
recommend it if time permits.”

Ebook Library Reader, “It has quick strategies and gives multiple choice questions to .... It has
quick strategies and gives multiple choice questions to review those strategies fast, which is
more helpful that it appears towards the end of study when you realize that half of your ability will
be strategy because there are over 22,000 rules that are needed for this exam.”

Ms. Joni, “Great Study Guide. This book was great for MBE prep. It provided so many examples
in each section. Everyone should get this book if they're studying for the bar!”

Michelle Jacobs, “Great for clarity and examples!. This book nicely breaks apart the law and
gives examples on how certain areas can and may be tested. It provided clarity and the
questions within each section solidified my understanding of the law.”

The book by Rod Powers has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 13 people have provided feedback.
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